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Laura is still waiting for Prince Charming at the age of 24. So when Sandro appears at a party, exactly like her Prince would in her dreams, she thinks she’s found the right one. But then again, when she meets Maxime, Laura starts to wonder if some Princes could be more charming than others?

Of course Sandro has problems of his own: his father, Pierre, just bumped into Madam Irma at his father’s funeral and this reminded him of the date of his own death which Madame Irma had predicted ages ago. Now Pierre is unable to make any plans, not with his new partner Eleonore, nor with Sandro.

And Maxime has his own problems, and so does Eleonore, Marianne, Jacqueline and many others. But don’t worry, in the end, they’ll all live happily ever after.
We started from the classic fairytale ending: “And they all lived happily ever after, and had lots of children.” Living happily and having lots of children seemed a bit hasty to us: there’s a whole life to be led. And in reality, once you’ve met your Prince or Princess Charming, what happens then? What happens once the book is closed? We wanted a sort of variation on the couple as it is, or as it becomes, and on love in general.

What happens on this occasion, Cinderella is a man. And the other characters flowed from there.

But without systematically deciding that this character is from a fairytale, and that one is not. It’s more composite and more random. We were interested in the fairytale characters when they seemed to exist in real life: the ultra-possessive king could be a father and captain of industry for whom the ups and downs of capitalism shake his reign; the witch could be a woman who does not accept that she’s ageing, and so on.

But are you believers, or superstitious?

A. J. : No, fundamentally we are rationalist, but I can be superstitious, while at the same time knowing it’s completely ridiculous.

J.-P. B. : Extremely rationalist. But doubt and superstition find their way into everything. The story of the clairvoyant happened to me. It’s so ridiculous that I can tell it. When I was 14 or 15, a guy – not a clairvoyant, just a bit of a weirdo – offered to do my astral theme. I said OK. He told me he even knew the date of my death. Right away I thought it was dumb, even at the age of 15, but I remembered it all the same.

A. J. : Please don’t say the date, you’ll make me flip out again!

Are there any other personal elements?

A. J. : Of course, we observe those around us; our family, our friends...

J.-P. B. : Our parents, our brothers and sisters, our neighbors. It’s a permanent topic of discussion between us. We’re fascinated by that. “You know what so-and-so says,” etc. Little anecdotes that are almost films.

Do they recognize themselves?

A. J. : I did, however, warn my friend who in part inspired the character I play. As for the scene where Jean-Pierre doesn’t want to say goodnight to the children, we’ve lived through that.

J.-P. B. : Yes, I thought it was artificial, this cliché according to which one has to kiss the kids goodnight because you’ve seen it on dumb-ass TV series. A kind of arbitrary ritual. I tend to reject certain rituals, I’m not sure why. When my character says: “There’s no such thing as heaven”, I think that’s a good educational principle. I’m in favor of a bit of atheism.

A. J. : You can’t tell children that life is unfair, and then tell them their father is going to die tomorrow, if that happens to be the case. Well, you can, but that poses the question of what you want to pass on to them. I think you can tell them the truth, while at the same time reassuring them a little. And that goes not only for children – adults also need to be reassured. You only have to look at the success of Hollywood films and the happy ending.

This is the first time you’ve directed children.

A. J. : Back when we were looking at them from a distance, we couldn’t write about children. We didn’t feel especially concerned, nor able. But we’ve grown up, we’ve had or been around children, so there had to be some in our films; that seemed logical to us. We also wanted to deal with the failings of parents, notably through the character of Pierre.

Can one say that today’s world, with its widening inequalities, lends itself to the fairytale as a soothing lie?

A. J. : Yes, you could say that. TV ads and shows and magazines about celebrities are all fairytales. They try to make us think that the life of the rich is a fairytale. Then there’s the lottery, where you can win millions in one go, and those programs where at the stroke of a magic wand people and their apartments get a make-over, or where a nobody becomes rich and famous.

What’s more, fairytales convey adult fears and we are living in a particularly anxious and guilt-ridden age, with recession and end-of-the-world talk everywhere you look. Each time you turn on the TV or radio, you hear the stock markets are crashing, the planet’s going to explode, and on top of that, it’s all your fault. As a result, people believe in all kinds of weird stuff. You have to hang onto something when you think you might die at any moment.

Is Prince Charming another lasting myth?

A. J. : Yes. The schemas conveyed in fairytales also have a deep bearing on amorous relationships. For example, I was waiting for my prince unwittingly but on a very deep level. In this film, I wanted to say to young girls, or in fact to the young girl I used to be: “Don’t wait for your prince charming; there are other models, other ways to be happy.” Everything that is drummed into us about the necessity for fidelity, and divorce being a failure, is wrong. There isn’t just one way to love, there are thousands.
J.-P. B.: The valiant knight is no better. Each has their own burden.
A. J.: But in general, the guy isn’t so concerned. He’s smoking cigarettes with his buddies. True, he’s a bit bored. But he’s free, he gets around, he travels, while the princess remains passive. It’s he who has the power, and who shows up at the end on his fine white horse to kiss the girl.
J.-P. B.: It’s true, it’s like Penelope waiting for Odysseus.
A. J.: Is it really the dream of all little girls to find their Prince Charming and have children, or is that a dream inculcated by thousands of years of education? I loved most of those films, and since Lubomir comes from Bulgaria, he knew them all. We shared the same references.

How did you tackle writing the script?
A. J.: One of the inspirations for “Under The Rainbow” was “Into the Woods” by Stephen Sondheim – a composer loved by Resnais, who introduced me to his work. It’s a wonderful musical, in which several fairy tale characters meet in a wood. J.-P. B.: The input from each of us is harder to separate out than before. When we started working together, Jean-Pierre was more concerned with the structure, and I dealt with the dialogue. A. J.: Jean-Pierre is always particularly brilliant with dialogue.

Agnès, do you see an evolution in your approach to directing?
A. J.: Yes. From the preparation of the film through to the mixing, I felt a creativity and liberty like never before. Since I’ve been directing, I’ve learned that you can say a lot of things without words. So I had fun with some sequences which mainly revolve around music, such as the scene when Sandro meets Laura. The music takes a place that, up to now, has only been filled with words. Even the film’s theme required inventing a certain form, and that was a real team effort. Every day, set designer François Emmanuelli, first assistant Mathieu Vaillant, costume designer Nathalie Raoul, and director of photography Lubomir Bakchev would arrive with a new idea and we talked it over together. They all tried to understand what I had in mind (I even had to, sometimes), and we built the film together.

It’s the first time you’ve worked with Lubomir Bakchev. Why did you choose him?
A. J.: I knew his work with Julie Delpy and Abdelatif Kechiche and I subsequently met him on a trip to Brazil. Lubomir is sure-footed and calm, he never panics, he always finds a way to make things work – which was all the more precious given that this was the first film for which I didn’t have the budget the script required. We turned this economic constraint into something creative, forcing me to imagine other ways to do things. Lubomir notably invented a crane system to film Didier Sandre who sees Laura flying through the air. What’s more, my cinematographic education included Russian films screened at the Cosmos cinema (now the Arlequin) that I went to see with my brother. I loved most of those films, and since Lubomir comes from Bulgaria, he knew them all. We shared the same references.

“Under The Rainbow” leaves one with a sensation of fluid, rounded movement, which sweeps us from one character to another.
A. J.: Actually, there are a lot of zooms and camera movements. Lubomir is a master at hand-held camera. In my previous films, I was wary of any rather flashy effects, but I shed certain preconceived ideas. For his part, Lubomir is not dogmatic in his approach. I also had a lot of fun with the sound. We amplified it to bring out a character’s anxiety, and we removed the ambient sounds when the wolf appears in the forest so that you only hear his voice, and so on...

This kind of film invites that type of experimentation and playfulness.
A. J.: Absolutely. I was no longer in the constraints of realism, where everything has to match up. It was funny playing with these archetypes without being too obtrusive. I wanted there to be lots of references to fairytales, more or less hidden – even among the extras, the signs on cafés, and the characters’ names. There must be more than 100 of them.

Did you have any particular reference points?
A. J.: Let’s say we watched a certain number of films which had an element of the fantastical or wondrous. Plus the great classics: “Cinderella”, “Donkey Skin”, “Beauty and the Beast”, etc. But also “The Cranes Are Flying”, and certain Tarkovski movies.

You’ve also changed as an actress. Your acting is more fluid, you have more emotional presence.
A. J.: Thank you, I’m glad to hear that. Perhaps my work as a singer has helped me let go of a lot of fears...

Why are your films always ensemble pieces?
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How did you pick Agathe Bonitzer to play Laura?
A. J. : I saw her and liked her in “The Beautiful Person” by Christophe Honoré, and then in “A Bottle In The Gaza Sea” by Thierry Binisti at the time when I was doing screen tests. She has a timeless beauty, and natural class. I wanted Laura to have the arrogance and superiority of her social class. She’s also a princess in that sense. And also, because she has that certitude of youth, she’s not tolerant about infidelity, or the complexities of couples and love. And for good reason – she doesn’t have any experience of them! Laura thinks she is above the dangers, like Little Red Riding Hood who’s not afraid of going deep into the woods.

What about the choice of Arthur Dupont?
A. J. : I thought he was spot on in “Bus Palladium” by Christopher Thompson, but at the outset, I saw Sandro as someone frailer and less handsome than him. Fortunately, Brigitte Moidon, my casting director, encouraged me to audition him, and during testing, there was no longer any doubt: he was perfect.

What about Nina Meurisse and Clément Roussier?
A. J. : Jean-Pierre suggested Nina Meurisse to me long before the casting. We’d seen her in “Accomplices” by Frédéric Mermod. She was terrific and the tests confirmed our choice.
J.-P. B. : She’s an actress who puts everything into conveying a simple look. She has amazing presence.
A. J. : As for Clément Roussier, I hadn’t like him in anything. It was really an idea from the casting process. I adore his voice and his off-beat manner. I realized later that all these young actors have other activities alongside their acting careers, whether music or studies. You can see they are very dedicated people.

And you chose Didier Sandre to play Laura’s father?
A. J. : I couldn’t imagine anyone else but him. To me, he embodies the class and royal bearing of Jean Marais in ‘Donkey Skin’ and “Beauty and the Beast”. I appeared in a Chekhov play alongside him 20 years ago in Nanterre, but since then, our paths haven’t really crossed. I have an unfailing passion for those actors that I knew when I was a young actress and who inspired me. The same goes for Dominique Valadié. She has her own, very special universe. She is funny and at the same gets it just right. She’s from the same school as Anne Alvaro or Christine Murillo. She can get inside any text and bring it to life.

J.-P. B. : She was one of those actors for whom we’d always promised ourselves we’d write something.
A. J. : As for Valérie Crouzet, I saw her on stage in a Shakespeare production by Dan Jemmett. I like her naturalness. She was dazzling in the tests. She understood the whole text, and the subtext, without anything having to be said.
J.-P. B. : We only did two takes. She thought it was dead in the water. In fact, it was two takes and goodnight, because it was perfect. She doesn’t fall into the stereotype of the submissive little woman who’s waiting with her children for a new husband and father.
A. J. : And as for Laurent Poitrenaux, who plays my ex, I really like his charm and his off-beat sense of humor.
J.-P. B. : Yes, he’s very singular – like all the actors in this film, in fact.

What about Benjamin Biolay as a wolf in modern times?
A. J. : For me, there’s no one more wolf-like than him. We worked together in “L’Art de la Fugue” by Brice Cauvin, and that’s where I saw his ability as an actor and his disturbing power of seduction. He dares to add a touch of feminine gentleness, while at the same time seeming assured that you’re going to fall right into his trap. He has a way of staring you right in the eye, like a real predator.

There’s also the wicked step-mother, played by Béatrice Rosen, who suddenly ages at certain points.
A. J. : That’s the result of some very complicated make-up done by the outstanding prosthetics and make-up artist, Pierre-Olivier Persin. It was complicated because in certain shots, I wanted her to have this mask that ages her in a subtle way, and in other shots for her to look her real age. Women who’ve had plastic surgery done have that effect on me. From one angle, they look very young, and from another, it makes you recoil because there’s an odd little detail that’s scary. I also asked Béatrice to hold herself very upright and rigid, as if she’d just had an operation – as if it still hurt a bit and the skin threatened to split open at any moment.

What about the music?
A. J. : It was written by Fernando Fiszbein, a composer I know well because he’s also musical director of my group, Le Quintet Officiel. I didn’t want to be mocking of contemporary music, but for the viewer to understand that it offends Laura’s ear. My references were the music in “Cinderella” – the music in the early Disney movies was unbelievably beautiful and rich – and, as always, Stephen Sondheim. Apart from Gounod’s “Il Etait un Roi de Thulé” on the opening credits, Gluck which I sing with Canto Allege, Gil Scott-Heron and Purcell over the lovers’ promenade at the end, all the rest was composed by Fernando, including the music in the nightclub. I thought it was interesting to remain as far as possible in this timeless register of his. It was fascinating working with him.

At the end of the film, the epilogue is not that of a traditional fairytale: « They lived happily ever after and often stayed… »
J.-P. B. : Yes, life isn’t a fairytale, but it doesn’t matter! Idealism is close to populism. You tar everyone with the same brush because, in fact, no one person is able to make the weather fine year-round, or for everything to be rosy. Believing in fairytales is a way of not believing in politics. Progress is about taking tiny steps, tiny little miracles.
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Jean-Pierre Bacri
Is Pierre, the anti-Geppetto

What is your favorite fairytale?

J.P.B.: Haven’t you got a suggestion for me, Agnès?
A.J.: That just goes to show that boys are less bothered about fairytales than girls.
J.P.B.: I actually really like them. Go on, say one for me, Agnès.
A.J.: No, I told you. It’s no surprise you can’t come up with one.
J.P.B.: In fact, I don’t like fairytales when they’re told straight. OK, I’d say Little Red Riding Hood, because I like the wolf’s cynicism.
A.J.: For you, I’d say The Emperor’s New Clothes. Because it’s a parable about servility.
J.P.B.: Yes, that’s it: The Emperor’s New Clothes.

What fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

Pierre doesn’t really correspond to a fairytale character – although in fairytales, there are also characters who are neither fairies, nor princes or princesses, but simply a miller or cobbler. In fact, Pierre is an anti-Geppetto, even though he ends up becoming a sort of Geppetto.

Agnès Jaoui
Is Marianne, the fairy, the godmother and grandmother

What is your favorite fairytale?

Donkeyskin, because of the film by Jacques Demy, and because I feel very concerned by the Oedipus complex.

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

At the start, my reference point was Lila the fairy from Donkeyskin, for that very reason. What’s more, Marianne lives in a street called Villa des Lilas. In the end, I am by turns fairy, godmother and grandmother.

Agathe Bonitzer
Is Laura, Little Red Riding Hood and Sleeping Beauty

What is your favorite fairytale?

I’ve got two: one happy and one sad. The happy one is Goldilocks, because of the illustrations in the collection by Père Castor, which I had as a child. And also because of the sensorial dimension of the tale: Goldilocks tries the chairs, tastes the porridge, touches the beds, and so on. That little girl with curly blond locks was a fantasy for me, since I had short red hair.

The sad one is The Little Match Girl. That is an awful tale. The long agony of the little girl used to terrify and fascinate me at the same time. I can still see her, blue with cold, then as a dazzling angel as death approaches. Her fate left me distraught, yet at the same time I was jealous of her bravery and endurance.

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

At times I verge on Sleeping Beauty or the prince in Cinderella, but I am actually Little Red Riding Hood. Right from the script stage, there was no doubt. But when I found myself dressed in red, it was striking. Before she ends up enchanted, Laura has an utterly romantic idea of love. I usually play more mischievous and ironic characters, so for me it was quite new to embody naïvety, and a certain form of femininity, with all that implies in terms of sensuality – more or less conscious – and the image of a «flowering young woman».

Benjamin Biolay
Is Maxime, the wolf

What is your favorite fairytale?

Rapunzel, I like the parable.

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

The big, bad wolf.

Arthur Dupont
Is Sandro, Cinderella and the prince

What is your favorite fairytale?

As a child, apart from Hansel and Gretel which fascinated me, I wasn’t very tuned into the fairytale world. But a few years ago, a girlfriend said it would be good for me to read The Knight in Rusty Armor by Robert Fisher. It tells the story of a knight who never takes off his armor, even to sleep, because he’s always ready for action. And the day when he finally wants to remove it, it has rusted up. He only manages to shed it piece by piece, through a series of trials. The book reminds me of the The Little Prince in the way it brings us back to fundamentals: life, love, and death. These days, I’ve become aware of my armor, although I haven’t managed to take it off completely. It’s not easy to translate the tangible impact on my life of this symbolic armor.

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

To begin with, I’m Cinderella, because I lose a shoe at the ball as the clock strikes midnight. And the sound of my character’s name recalls that of Cinderella. But I admit that I hadn’t noticed this phonetic similarity in the script. I had to hear it during filming before I realized.

I also represent the figure of the prince idealized by Laura, although in fact he is different from the classic Prince Charming. Sandro is no tough guy, but rather shy and feminine. And above all, he doesn’t come out of his shell with Laura, but with an apparently ordinary girl who was right under his nose all the time, without him ever realizing it. In “Under The Rainbow”, the wolf is not the prince’s enemy, but instead a savior: it’s thanks to him that Sandro is freed from the illusion that Laura is a princess.
family setting. I used to weep when the little white goat dies after fighting all night with the wolf, and I was disturbed by the moral of the story. I took a long time to understand that the struggle for freedom doesn’t necessarily always end so tragically. Like the goat, I broke free from my tether, but the wolf didn’t gobble me up – I just got a few bites, and learned a lot!

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

The king. But I didn’t get it when I first read the script, which I read in a realist way with the usual tone of Agnès Jaoui’s films. For me, Cassuel was a conventionally bourgeois father and husband. I didn’t understand his relationship with his wife, who’s continually having cosmetic surgery. He’s also a sleazy company boss – in short, everything I hate. But Agnès said to me: “No, you’ll be the king, like Jean Marais in Donkey Skin.” She insisted that I take the role, with her trademark tenacity. During rehearsals, when I saw the costumes and sets, I had a better understanding of the film’s tone, its “wondrous” and allegorical dimension. Cassuel is like all fathers with their little girls stupid, not wanting to see her grow up and love – and be loved by – another man. But his daughter will grow up and the way she sees him will also change. At the end of the film, he is proved innocent, but his days are numbered: soon his daughter will no longer see him as a king.

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

Jacqueline is the good mother, like the one in Tom Thumb. She has faith in her son Sandro, she is full of goodness, she’s indulgent, and smart when it comes to human relations. Her life isn’t particularly great, and her job is not very interesting, but she feels no bitterness about this because she has a sense of humor and of poetry. Her son, like Tom Thumb, could well be the person who opens the door for her to a world of wonder, if he succeeds in music. I’d say it’s the bond with her son which gives a degree of realism to Jacqueline’s character. She goes to a reception held by the rich folk, the same as she goes to a concert to listen to her son, lost in the midst of others, experiencing something wondrous. She escapes into the unreality of unknown worlds, and time clearly has no sway over her.

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

Fanfan, Snow White’s step-mother. Obviously, it’s a childhood memory: Monsieur Seguin’s Goat by Alphonse Daudet. I used to listen to it told by Fernandel. That’s what’s so wonderful in these tales. In Hansel and Gretel, I love the Grimms’ sense of the marvelous. I also have a very clear memory of Little Red Riding Hood because my father used to tell it to me. He’d do the voices really well, especially the wolf disguised as a grandmother. It was at once terrifying and delicious. He’d end the story by biting my ears!

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

Eric, the neo-prince. Perrault’s fairytale is more elaborate and Tom Thumb ends up the hero who saves his country. I like the idea that this child, mistreated by his family, will be the very one that brings them salvation. I also have a very clear memory of Little Red Riding Hood because my father used to tell it to me. He’d do the voices really well, especially the wolf disguised as a grandmother. It was at once terrifying and delicious. He’d end the story by biting my ears!

Which fairytale character do you play in “Under The Rainbow”?

Tom Thumb, the good mother and abandoned child. Perrault’s fairy tale is more elaborate and Tom Thumb ends up the hero who saves his country. I like the idea that this child, mistreated by his family, will be the very one that brings them salvation. I also have a very clear memory of Little Red Riding Hood because my father used to tell it to me. He’d do the voices really well, especially the wolf disguised as a grandmother. It was at once terrifying and delicious. He’d end the story by biting my ears!

What is your favorite fairytale? 

Snow White’s step-mother.

What is your favorite fairytale? 

The neo-prince.

What is your favorite fairytale? 

The Ugly Duckling, because it tackles the question of difference, the fear of the other, ostracism and being left out. It’s quite troubling when you’re a child to think that what differentiates you from others can become your strength, and that you have to have faith. As René Char said: “Impose your luck, seize your happiness and confront your risk. When they see you, they’ll get used to it.” I can really identify with this moral message. As an actor, you’re blessed with lots of things considered strange until the day you manage to impose them, and then they become a strength.

What is your favorite fairytale? 

Thumb.

What is your favorite fairytale? 

The gingerbread house is an absolute dream for a child.
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